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Throughout life, we all experience pain. Most commonly it stems from not being where we think we
should be. Not feeling as though we have progressed in our career after so many failed attempts
stings the most. We all want the benefits of success, but we have to be willing to pay the costs.
Pursuing your dream is a praiseworthy endeavor, but is it worth the heartache that comes with trying
to achieve it? This inspiring collection of poems and quotes helps you decide what matters most to
you and spurs you to keep going wholeheartedly, however long it takes. It also weaves in
testimonies from a wide variety of young adults, whose life experiences realistically illustrate the
power of hope and determination. Rather than ignore the pain or be overwhelmed by it, discover
how to make room for it so you can press on to fulfill your purpose as you grow into a person who
not only dreams, but achieves. If you canâ€™t move that mountain, climb itâ€”you may be closer to
summiting than you think.
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This book is a pick me up. Something for you to read and internalize and self-reflect. It's not about
just reading material and getting the answers, but reading the common emotions and finding the

answers within yourself. There are a lot of questions at the end of each piece that guide you through
the process of figuring out whether or not your dream, goal, and/or purpose is really worth all of the
trials that happen along the way. I love the testimonies by up-and-coming artists and Masters of
their own art. it's not an industry specific book but geared toward those looking to take strides to
move forward. Good read !

Jean Clervil has done it again. I haven't even finished reading the whole book just yet and my mind
is blown away. He is very creative with his writing and knows how to capture his readers attention.
This book will make you reevaluate your goals/dreams and give you a reality check if you are
wasting your time or not. It really makes you think is what you are doing right now worth your time. I
definitely will continue to recommend this book to others. Extremely proud of this young man and
who God is molding him to be.

It's been a great experience reading Is It Worth It?. Yes!! It is worth the read! After reading, it is has
helped me get into my next path of my career. I quit my job because I was not happy then I started
looking for another job. By the grace of God, I am now working as a Children's Advocate. Get the
book now!!

I needed this. After a long wonderful vacation I came to the realization that even though I was in an
expensive condo by the beach I wasn't happy? Even though I am in love I'm not fully happy. This
book has helped me not to achieve my dreams for me but to guide me.Thank you!

Cery well put together. He gives a great perspective in this book. Not only does he explain how to
find your purpose, but he also explores what people feel and what holds them back. It is a must
buy-no matter the readers circumstances.

This book really allowed me to realize that I have to keep pushing. As people share their personal
story and testimony it allows the reader to relate. What makes this book so real is that the author
ask different people to share their story so you get a different perspective. You'r bound to find a
testimony that you can relate too. Well done!

Absolute love! I have the pleasure of knowing this man personally and he reflects his work. Truly
inspiring and nothing short of amazing. We all go through our ups and downs but this book has

opened my heart and my mind to another way of looking at certain things. Motivating and touching,
great job Jean. Keep it up!

This book challenges the reader's own desires with deep poems in relation to one's dreams, and
with the interaction embedded in this book to decide whether "it's worth it". This book is great! It's
helping me affirm and reinforce my beliefs on what I want in life!!
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